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Elitlopp is a reminder of new racing strategy
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
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Racing and racing style changes through
the years. Like most people, we are impressed
by theories put together during our youth and
tend to stick resolutely to them as years pass,
and even as those theories begin to erode.
Such is the case of the “Perfect Trip.” A
term used in harness racing that essentially
attempts to describe an ideal scenario for a
horse to win a race. You’ve heard announcers suggest it and most of the time they are
referring to a horse sitting second behind
the pacesetter while appearing “full of pace.”
An alternate version would be a horse riding
second-over cover on the outside and “waiting
to tip three wide.”
It may be time for us to see these expressions
rest in peace as in most cases they don’t accurately portray the visions they once did.
Take Sunday’s Elitlopp, perhaps the best
collection of three races I’ve ever seen in one
afternoon. It was a chance to see a horse that
still may be the best trotter to ever race, Bold
Eagle, in competition on a small track and
racing at the North American conventional
distance of one mile. At the same time, it was
a change to witness the type of strategy that
works in Europe but is rarely seen on these
shores.
The Bold Eagle we watched in his elimination
heat put forth what would have to be considered
as one of the greatest efforts of all time by a trotter of any age. That any horse could maintain

his position on the outside for an entire mile
and win in 1:50 on the biggest stage is mind
blowing. To many of us doing this while parked
and uncovered is even more impressive.
Yet that’s where it may be time to part ways
with past beliefs and come up to speed with the
new reality. Bold Eagle, racing on the outside
for the entire trip, was in fact controlling his
own pace by ensuring he would not be encumbered by a horse blocking his path. Sure, Delicious, a phenomenal trotting mare that has
captivated many in Europe, was cutting a solid
clip of her own, but Bold Eagle appeared at all
times to be comfortable with the pace and not
fully extended. That could be said with reliance since the French superstar has routinely
raced at longer distances and managed to
maintain his pace and willpower to win.
The 1:50 equivalent mile time may be short
of what Sebastian K did at Pocono a few years
back, but it’s hard to compare those two efforts
in any realistic way and not conclude which is
the better horse.
To those watching and analyzing the races
from Solvalla on Sunday, it was hard to look
past Bold Eagle’s incredible first heat victory.
Even when the renowned Nuncio wired the
field in the second division, you had to come
away with a sense that any horse from that
group was not in the same league as Bold
Eagle. Nuncio’s win came with him controlling the pace on the front end and appearing
to set very moderate fractions to everyone’s
liking. That Timoko had sprinting power in
the stretch to qualify for the final didn’t send
a tidal wave of interest in the aged French
warrior in his next race.
In North America the final may have been a
bit different, as odds-on favorites are afforded
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Mr. Exotic at Meadowlands
Saturday, November 19, 2016
In the 10nd Race Exacta, box TOTALLY DREAMY, NORTHERN PRIZE
and STIMULUS PLAN.
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QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.
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tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.
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Bold Eagle proved that being first-over may be a good position
CONTINUED from page 1

plenty of respect and even wild outsiders
with incredible early speed are generally
only looking for pocket or close-up position
to have a chance at minor honors. It’s hard
to criticize Bold Eagle’s driver for not being
overly aggressive in the early stages since he
was not the only one in the large crowd that
believed his horse was much the best. At the
same time, Timoko’s quick getaway in the
final left Bold Eagle in an awkward position
and the trip would only get worse as the race
went along. Nuncio would be the first-over
horse in the Elitlopp final and to say he was
doing Bold Eagle no favors is an understatement. Nuncio didn’t have the look of the same
horse that won the race a year ago and he
was not pressing Timoko at any stage. What
this did to Bold Eagle was put the horse in an
uncomfortable position and perhaps one that
he’s not had to deal with in his career, one
spent on large tracks with long straights and
even longer distances. On Sunday Bold Eagle
had to deal with continuous high speed and
more real obstacles that can deal you defeat.
When Franck Nivard sent Bold Eagle wide
off cover down the backstretch many were
expecting an instant response. What they got
was a vision of Timoko accelerating at the
exact same time and doing it on the inside of

Bold Eagle raced on the outside the entire mile in his Elitlopp elimination.
the oval, not three deep.
The advantage of position belonged to
Timoko from the outset. Regardless of
whether you want to criticize Bold Eagle’s
connections for going too fast in the first heat,
the obstacles of following second-over cover
in the final were more critical to his defeat.
We’ve seen it time and time again, and
especially over five-eighths mile tracks.
The sprint through the backstretch the final
time is the key to the race and cover is rarely
an advantage when horses are going at the
absolute peak of their abilities. First-over or

being on the lead are the two primary spots
to hold simply because there are no obstacles
to prevent a driver from going as fast as they
want. When forced to follow a horse a driver
must always be in control of the lines because
a sudden acceleration or deceleration by your
cover can ruin all momentum.
Perhaps when horses were winning the
Elitlopp in rates closer to 2:02, that secondover trip Bold Eagle received on Sunday
would have been the perfect trip. When the
numbers are closer to 1:50, the best horses
should lead and not follow.

A wealth of questions come to mind
ON THE MARK

By Derick Giwner

By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
Hall of Fame communicator Clyde Hirt
often wrote an Impertinent Questions
column where he posed queries which often
seemed more like cleverly disguised opinions. It was somewhat of a takeoff from the
legendary New York sportswriter Jimmy
Cannon, who was known to articulate opinions via the one-liner format entitled Nobody
Asked Me But, in addition to his other popular format entitled I Can Live Without.
If I may infringe upon Clyde’s territory,
the following are thoughts that occasionally
cross my mind.
If everybody races at Yonkers, how come so
few actually qualify there? Conversely, many
qualify at The Meadowlands but not that
many actually race there anymore.
Has anybody ever asked the drivers how
it feels to perform before empty houses? I’d
imagine for some of the younger drivers,
that’s all they know, but surely the older guys
remember the packed houses?
Why do so many tracks wait so many
minutes to actually start when the board has
been flashing 0 minutes to post for seemingly
an eternity? We know about the “additional
handle” that a post drag can produce, but
if all tracks adhered to conventional post
times, wouldn’t the bettors adjust?
Why aren’t handle and attendance figures
readily available to industry professionals?
Why don’t programs list disclaimers for
often irrelevant elimination races and preps?
Or don’t we care that good money is often
burned on starters seeking to just qualify for
the Final?
Why do tracks so often run feature races
at the tail end of programs when the house
has long since emptied out? The winners will
stay forever but many losers leave!
That said, shouldn’t we really run our optimum races at a time of peak occupancy?
Would it be so hard to synchronize post
times so that races, especially feature races,
don’t overlap each other? Surely someone at
Roberts could mimic an NFL TV Director
by advising tracks just who is ready to start
at what point? It would seem that if we were
ever to have a harness racing channel that
would be mandatory.
Why are so many races carded for
“winners over $10,000 lifetime” or perhaps
“winners over $25,000 lifetime” when theoretically almost every horse on the grounds
would fit that condition? Personally, I like the
Yonkers method in that the step up from “non
winners of $25,000 in last five starts” becomes
“winners over $25,000 in last five starts.”
Just how does an extended pari-mutuel
race differ from a non-extended one assuming there is such a thing?
How come at one track the preferred class

Wiggle It Jiggleit to
miss Ben Franklin

Hall of Fame columnist Clyde Hirt.
is a step-up from the open class while at
another track the reverse may be true?
Have you ever heard anyone who just lost
money betting on a horse race state, “That was
fun, maybe I could lose more money next race?”
Are thoroughbred trainers permitted to
own pieces of horses in barns other than
their own?
For that matter, can active jockeys also
own horses or pieces of horses?
Does anybody seriously believe bettors
don’t sense collusion when individual owners
utilize multiple trainers and thus may have
insight into what’s going on there? Even if
there’s no communication, will bettors actually buy into that?
Have we noticed just how successful thoroughbred 3-year-olds tend to be versus their
elders late in the season in races like the
Breeders’ Cup classic?
Have we noticed that many of those “non
winners” money conditions have gravitated
from what used to be last 7 starts to a more
compact last 4 or 5? If nothing else it puts an
emphasis on current form.
I know some stable mates race uncoupled
in overnight races under the banner of bona
fide separate ownership, but does the public
believe trainers aren’t calling the shots?
Why don’t we have graded stakes? Forget
the politics, the horsemen have long since
determined which stakes are really grades
one, two, and so forth.
That said, why can’t we finally establish
contemporary Triple Crowns for both gaits?
If nothing else it might look better to any
potential new fans we’re desperate to attract.
Why don’t all programs list the yearling
prices as some do? It means nothing as far
as handicapping the actual race, but it does
provide a glimpse into the history of the horses.
Doesn’t it seem that what went around
has finally come around? The Meadowlands
lured all the top stables and drivers from
the other tracks years ago and now given
the slots-fueled purse infusion, the reverse
is now true as the other tracks are thriving
stable-wise and horse-wise?
We all know who to thank for the New
Jersey demise, don’t we?

The anticipated return of superstar
older pacer Wiggle It Jiggleit will be
delayed. Expected to make his 2017 debut
in the Ben Franklin eliminations at The
Downs at Pocono on June 24, Wiggle It
Jiggleit will not be in attendance that
night.
“He is going to miss the Ben Franklin,” said owner George Teague, Jr, who
added that the goal is now to be ready for
the William Haughton memorial at The
Meadowlands on July 15. “He has a little
issue with his back, the same issue he
dealt with as a 2 and 3-year-old.”
According to Teague, Wiggle It Jiggleit
trained a mile in 1:57 about 10 days ago
over the seven-eighths backside track at
Harrington, a surface he called one of
the better ones in the country. The goal
is to get him down to about the 1:52/53
range before sending him out for a pair
of qualifiers.
“He is better than he was but just isn’t
good enough yet,” said Teague about
Wiggle It Jiggleit’s current condition.
“He’ll need to go 1:47 to win races, so if
I don’t have him ready to qualify in 1:50,
he isn’t ready.”
Despite the chronic back issue, Wiggle
It Jiggleit has won $3,907,557 and 38 of
51 career races. He won Horse of the
Year honors in 2015 and earned over $1.7
million last year while setting a lifetime
mark of 1:47 2/5.
Teague is cognizant of the popularity
of his 5-year-old gelding, who sits sixth
on the all-time earnings list behind
Foiled Again at $7.5 million, and is
hoping to manage the horse’s career to
last as long as possible.
“The horse speaks to you if you listen,”
said Teague. “I don’t want to put him out
there at any less than I’ve done before. I
don’t want to hurt his reputation by not
having him right.”
Barring another setback, Wiggle It
Jiggleit will likely qualify at the end of
June and be on the track from the middle
of July through the end of November.
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Classic Pro a serious contender in
Saturday’s Somebeachsomewhere

Classic Pro has won two of three starts this year.

By Jay Bergman
The real season for 3-year-old pacers begins
in earnest on Saturday night with two C$70,000
divisions of the Somebeachsomewhere at
Mohawk. With the $1 million North America
Cup just two weeks away, the stakes won’t get
any higher. Trainer Dr. Ian Moore believes he’s
got a horse that’s on the right path and hopes
that Classic Pro will put him in the sevenfigure race. Classic Pro takes that first step on
Saturday in the first of the two stanzas.
“He’s bigger and stronger this year,” said
Moore. “And we’ve taken the hobbles off.
We tried him with the light hobbles but he’s
better without them.”
Moore had tremendous success with the
Ontario Sires star Astronomical a few years
back racing without hobbles. With Classic Pro, a son of his enormously successful
performer Shadow Play, Moore has turned
around a winless freshman campaign and
appears to have a solid contender this year.
Thus far Classic Pro has won two of his
first three starts as a sophomore and found
clearance a little late in his last start. Overall
Moore was judging his horse more for how he
responded within the race.
“Going free-legged you want to be sure
they can stop and start and he’s shown that
he can,” said Moore.
Last year the $45,000 yearling purchase
earned $121K without winning a race, not
generally a record that would inspire confidence a year later, but Moore and his owners
saw a silver lining.
“I think he drew into a lot of tough spots, like
the Nassagaweya,” said Moore. The trainer
was referring to an outside draw that saw Classic Pro raced parked the entire mile yet miraculously finish third in one of the most important races for freshman north of the border.
Asked if that race may have stung Classic
Pro, Moore suggested otherwise. “I think
it was more of the typical races he went. I
thought there were times that he could have
been moved and he sat and there were times
that he moved and he should have sat,” said
Moore. Needless to say the frustrations of a
year ago could be behind the colt.
It was Metro winner Beyond Delight that
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parked Classic Pro last year in the Nassagaweya and the two will hook up again on Saturday in the Somebeachsomewhere, this time
with Classic Pro drawing inside in post three.
Beyond Delight was a solid closing fourth in
his seasonal debut for trainer Tony O’Sullivan.
The son of Bettor’s Delight starts from post
seven with Sylvain Filion in the bike.
There are in total four sons of Somebeachsomewhere in this division that honors their
sire and Hurricane Beach (post 9) could be
the most advanced of the quartet. The trainer
Luc Blais charge has raced but twice in 2017,
but his most recent effort on May 18 was an
open lengths 1:51 4/5 maiden breaker.
The second Somebeachsomewhere division
is race eight and it marks the Ontario return
of Stealth Bomber, the full brother to Rock
N Roll Heaven. Stealth Bomber was most
impressive in his Art Rooney elimination
performance, showing speed and determination in a third-place finish against eventual
champion Downbytheseaside. An impossible
trip in the final didn’t dissuade his connections from future stakes competition and he’s
landed a prime spot (post 4) in this division.
Ideal Wheel is an extremely fast son of
American Ideal in the same split for trainer
Casie Coleman. Ideal Wheel was sent out on
a speed mission in his seasonal debut and fell
short, finishing third in a race that included
many stakes hopefuls. Red-hot reinsman
Louis Philippe Roy will guide Ideal Wheel in
this division from post two.
Six years ago, Montrell Teague guided
Custard The Dragon two a third-place finish
in the North America Cup consolation after
the colt suffered a tough-luck trip from an
outside post in his elimination. We’re a week
removed from the Cup, but Custard The
Dragon’s son Henry The Dragon drew post 10
in the 11-horse Somebeachsomewhere division on Saturday. Nevertheless the Delawarebred has shown flashes of serious talent on
the racetrack despite two post seven draws in
the Art Rooney elimination and final.
The Somebeachsomewhere is part of a stellar Mohawk card on Saturday that includes
divisions of the Graduate for pacers and trotters. First post for the 11-race program is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

Favorites may rule in
NJ Sire Stakes Finals
By Derick Giwner
The New Jersey Sire Stakes marches
into The Meadowlands on Friday night
with a parade of chalk lined up in four
$100,000 Finals for 3-year-olds. Of the
quartet of expected odds-on favorites,
trotting filly Ariana G leads the way.
Coming off a Dan Patch championship
season where she won nine of 11 starts as
a 2-year-old and captured the Breeders
Crown final in her age group, Ariana G
took nearly six months off before qualifying on April 29. The daughter of Muscle
Hill-Cantab It All would finish a fast closing second that day and followed it up
with a six-plus length qualifying win and
a near eight length score in round one of
the Sire Stakes back on May 19.
In her Sire Stakes score, Ariana G
stopped the timer in 1:52 2/5, which
certainly impressed regular driver
Yannick Gingras.
“She couldn’t have been any better in
her first start,” said Gingras, who placed
his confidence level for a win at “very,
very high”.
“I think she is definitely faster after
going 1:52 like it was a walk in the park,
but other than that she’s a very similar
filly,” continued Gingras when asked
about her improvement over the winter.
Ariana G, trained by Jimmy Takter
for owners Marvin katz and Al Libfeld,
starts from post five in a 10-horse field
that includes fellow Sire Stakes division
winners in previous weeks, Glitzey Gal
and Ice Attraction
Prior to the fifth race co-feature
with Ariana G, the pacing colts will do
battle in race two. Every Way Out was
installed as the 1-5 morning line favorite
versus five foes he has soundly defeated
over the last two weeks. Tim Tetrick will
drive from post two.
The role of favoritism will swing to
Colorful Jasmine in the fourth race Final
for pacing fillies. Trained by Tom Cancelliere, Colorful Jasmine is one of just five
foals from Philos Hanover an earner of
$523,246 during his career. Corey Callahan will steer the filly from post one.
Wrapping up the four Finals in race
eight is a nice match-up between What
The Hill and Long Tom in the trotting
colt division. What The Hill (post 2), who
earned north of $315,000 in 2016, has won
both of his NJSS races and all three of
his starts this year. Long Tom (post 1)
had some issues as a freshman but was
an impressive 1:52 1/5 winner in his
only start of 2017, going one-fifth faster
than rival What The Hill on May 19 in
separate races. Tim Tetrick will drive
Marcus Melander trainee Long Tom
while David Miller gets the call behind
the Ron Burke-trained What The Hill.

News you need to know . . .
Huntsville romps at Philly; Pick 4 C/O + ‘Battle’ at Northfield; Open House at Diamond Creek
Any doubters after Huntsville was defeated
by Fear The Dragon in his last start have to
be convinced after he demolished his Pennsylvania Sire Stakes foes in 1:49 on Thursday
afternoon at Harrah’s Philadelphia,
Leaving from the outside post seven, driver
Tim Tetrick was able to get Huntsville past
Highalator and to the front by the opening
quarter in 26 3/5. After rating the half in 54
2/5, a 27 2/5 third quarter left the field in his
dust.
Well in hand, Huntsville crossed the wire
7-1/4 lengths ahead of Highalator in second.
Boogie Shuffle was third.
Huntsville has now won two of three starts
in 2017 for trainer/owner Ray Schnittker and
fellow owners Ted Gewertz, Charles Iannazzo
and Steven Arnold. He is expected to race
next in the eliminations for the $1,000,000
North America Cup on June 10 at Mohawk.
Fear The Dragon kicked off the trio of sire
stakes races for 3-year-old colts and geldings
worth just over $49,000 each with a lifetime
best 1:49 1/5 mile, equaling his performance
from his last start at Pocono when he defeated
Huntsville.
Fear The Dragon sat fourth early for regular driver David Miller before going on the
prowl in the third quarter and wearing down
a game Ocean Colony by a length. Ozone Blue
Chip was third.
Brian Brown trains Fear The Dragon for
Emerald Highlands Farm.
Schnittker and Tetrick took home two sire
stakes on Thursday as Summer Side made
an early brush and dug in nicely to fend off
Filibuster Hanover by a length in 1:50 2/5.
Machiavelli was third.
In addition to training, Schnittker also
co-owns Summer Side, who was recently
second in the Art Rooney Final, with Howard
Taylor.

$11,615 Pick 4 C/O + Older Pacers Battle
Northfield Park features a strong card on
Saturday night which includes a pick four
carryover over $11,000 ($50,000 Guaranteed
Pool) and the $200,000 Battle of Lake Erie.
The Pick 4, which features a low 14% takeout, starts in race eight and concludes with

World Wide Racing Photos

Huntsville was all by himself at the wire in a 1:49 Sire Stakes romp on Thursday,
the ‘Battle’ as eight older pacers go at it in
race 11.
The road to the winner’s circle in the
Battle of Lake Erie has to go through Luck Be
Withyou. The 6-year-old Chris Oakes trainee
has won two straight with sub 1:50 miles at
Pocono as he comes to form while making
just his fifth start of the year on Saturday.
Aaron Merriman drives Luck Be Withyou
from post three.
All Bets Off, always a strong performer on
half-mile tracks, is the other horse to watch
and was actually installed as the lukewarm
5-2 morning line favorite with driver Matt
Kakaley in the bike from the four-hole.

annual Open House on Saturday, June 3rd
from 11-3pm.
Get a chance to see a horse breeding
farm from the inside out; get up-close with
newborn foals; see how we artificially
collect our famous stallions; enjoy a hayride,
cookout, giveaways and more! The event is
completely free! Kids of all ages are welcome,
but please no pets.
On just over 200 beautiful acres in
Wellsville,PA, Diamond Creek Farm proudly
breeds and raises Standardbred horses for
harness racing, and our horses bring top dollar
at sales and racetracks across the country.
The farm’s address is 151 Warrington
Street, Wellsville PA 17365. For questions
regarding the event, please contact us at
717-683-7100.

Check out Diamond Creek Farm

-Diamond Creek Farm

Diamond Creek Farm is throwing its 3rd

Reach the Harness community by advertising in
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Jay Bergman: Walner brings
memories of first Crown READ MORE
Burke with 17 chances to win a
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HARNESS LIVE! has you covered
with live video & real-time analysis
for the Breeders Crown READ MORE
Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit
meet in epic Crown Final, Page 5
Darin Zoccali: Trixton/Taylor Made
deal could be game-changer, Page 6

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

